IHS Standards Expert™

The IHS Standards Expert Subscription Alerts help mitigate risks and keep your projects and timelines on track.

The implementation of IHS Standards Expert alerts for subscription administrators and your saved searches provides invaluable notifications that could mean the difference between getting your product or service to market on time, and with the level of quality your customers expect, or not. Timely notifications on standards that change, are updated, or replaced can mean the difference between a successful product or service launch or one that requires costly rework.

**Alert Notifications for Subscription Administrators**

Subscription Administrators can now set the frequency of notification alerts for new Subscription Requests from their user teams. The new alert capability enhances the process of adding documents to a subscription by enabling Subscription Administrators to act on email notices on a Daily, Weekly or Monthly basis, or decline a request. Your Subscription Administrator receives an email notification, or can access the User Subscription Requests from My Account tab.

**Alert Notification for Saved Searches**

Users of Standards Expert can now set alerts for Saved Searches, and Standards Expert will notify them of any new or updated documents that meet their search criteria. Users can even use this to learn of any new or updated standards that have been added to their subscription. Alerts can be configured to be sent on a Daily, Weekly or Monthly basis for each Saved Search and can be sent to multiple users via email. Alerts can also be viewed on the Alerts tab in Standards Expert.

**BENEFITS:**

- In 2015, more than 50,000 new or revised standards were published in 2015. Using the Saved Search and Administrator alerts feature, you can track your most important standards.
- Avoid costly mistakes and rework by setting alerts, and their frequency, to save time and keep costs down.
Setting Alerts
Subscription Administrators can find the Set Alerts option on the My Account tab. They can then set the frequency of when they receive email notifications of requested documents, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or Never.

Alert Notification for Saved Searches
Users of Standards Expert can now set alerts for Saved Searches, and Standards Expert will notify them of any new or updated documents that meet their search criteria. Users can even use this to learn if any new or updated standards have been added to their subscription. Alerts can be configured to be sent on a Daily, Weekly or Monthly basis for each Saved Search and can be sent to multiple users via email. Alerts can also be viewed on the Alerts tab in Standards Expert.